ABSTRACT. Let D be the unit disc in the complex plane. It is shown that (i) for 0 < p < 2, there exists an analytic function/ (E BMOA for which 
-az
The Bloch space (B is the set of all analytic functions/ on D for which ll/lb=sup|(fo^)
, (0)|< oo. 
The space BMOA ("Bounded Mean Oscillation", see [1] ) is the set of all analytic functions/ on D for which ||/||BMOA = SUp \\foifa -/(fl)||#2 < 00. aED Contained in BMOA is the subspace VMOA ("Vanishing Mean Oscillation"), the set of all analytic functions/ on D for which ||/ o ip a -f(a)\\jj2 -• 0 as \a\ -> 1-. As is well known (see [2] , for example), the space BMOA (resp., VMOA) has the following Môbius-invariant characterization: If/ is an analytic function on D, then
The Bloch space and the space BMOA share many analogous properties, as do the little Bloch space and the space VMOA. Motivated by this fact and the observation of the equivalences (A.l) for the Bloch space (resp., (A.2) for the little Bloch space) when p = 2 and (i) for BMOA (resp., (ii) for VMOA), Stroethoff [5] asked the following:
QUESTIONS. Let 0 < p < oo and let/ be an analytic function on D. Are the following true?
In this paper, we settle these questions in the negative.
2. Known results. We collect some known facts which will be used in the proof of our main theorem.
The following proposition gives a way of getting BMOA-functions by using a lacunary series. [5] , for example) that the condition sup aeD I p (f',a) < oo is sufficient for the containment/ G BMOA when 0 < p < 2 and the condition sup aeD I p (f\ a) < oo is necessary in order to have/ E BMOA when 2 < p < oo. Suppose that n is a positive integer and 0 < x < 1. From the binomial theorem we deduce
Applying this inequality we deduce that oo oo E r'Na -1/"*)"' < 2* _1/ '«t £ i/»y y=Jfc+l j=it+l oo
./=Jfc+l
Since the series EjSi J -2 converges, it follows that
Thus if &o is large enough, then for k > ko
Note that the area of A k is
Therefore (3.1) is satisfied. However since £(£ l^p ) 2 < oo for 0 < p < 2,, we have / G BMOA by Proposition 1. This shows (i). We denote by C an absolute constant, not necessarily the same on each occasion. It follows +( .H^/; 2 i/v">i<-<i-^r'/;" jï^p*
The last integral converges, since p > 2. Therefore (3.2) is satisfied. However, since Z(k~1/ 2 ) 2 = 00, it follows from Proposition 1 that/ £ BMOA. This shows (ii). The proof is complete.
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